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ABSTRACT

An experimental study of heat transfer in a gap of water at atmospheric pressure is
presented under natural convection conditions. The objective of the work was to
experimentally determine the expected maximum temperatures in the gap for a given heater
power. The experimental set-up was a plane surface heated by resistances and  facing a 1
mm-liquid gap. Visualisation of phenomena by  video and  still picture was performed .

INTRODUCTION

Cooling of flat surfaces that are highly packed is performed in many applications.
The problem under consideration can be reduced to a single cell where two parallel plated
of relatively large width and heigth are heated. The separation between the plates is small
compared to the other two dimensions. Fluid (generally air or water but also fluids such as
FC-72 or similar) circulates through the gap between the plates with one main (principal)
direction. The flow can be originated in buoyancy forces or through forced convection.

Examples of this problem are present in the: 1) cooling of high power diode laser
stacks [1] where the liquid circulates in thin channels etched in the silicon; 2)  cooling of
planal fuel elements (MTR type) in nuclear reactors [2]; 3) grid spacers in rod bundles [3].

In this work we measure the temperature distributions in the plate and the fluid gap
for a stainless steel-water system for single and two-phase flow conditions with powers up
to 1.2 W/cm2.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

The experiments were run at atmospheric pressure (0.93 bar at 800 m over sea level)
and the working fluid was aerated light water.

The experimental setup simulated two heated surfaces separated by a gap (see Fig.
1). One of the surfaces (test surface) was constructed with stainless steel flat plate and was
immersed in a glass reservoir filled with de-ionized water at 45 oC. One of the reservoir
glass vertical surfaces simulated the other surface and allow the visualization of the
phenomena. Three glass separators of 1-mm thickness glued (with cyanocrilate, which
introduced a negligible thickness) to the recipient were used to obtain the desired gap
thickness. We estimated the average deviation from a perfect 1mm separation to be 60µm.
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Fig. 1: Scheme of the experimental setup showing the arrangement of the components.

A detail of the test section is showed in Fig. 2. The test surface, made of a 3mm
thick stainless steel plate (170 mm X 300 mm). This surface was polished with #600 sand
paper. We located 9 planar heaters with a resistance of R=85Ω each. The heaters are
electrically insulated using a mica film. Screws fully contained in the heater keep the
heaters in contact with the stainless steel plate. Fiberglass is used to thermally insulate the
other face of the heater. The prismatic heater was welded by TIG in order to make a
completely stagnant heater. Temperature measurements of the stainless steel surface were
made with three type K thermocouples as shown in Fig. 2.

The reservoir was a glass container 250mmX500mmX200mm (Volume=25liters).
The reservoir was big enough to minimize border effects. The light water was heated by
two 500 W electrical heaters to a bulk temperature of Tb=45°C. We made sure that the bulk
temperature was uniform (i.e. no temperature gradient) using a magnetic stirrer between
experiments. The magnetic stirrer was off during the measurement. The water level was
typically 420 mm, this is 50 mm above the test section. The measured oxygen concentration
in water at 20 oC was 70% (a mass fraction of air of 1.57e-5 see [4]). This value of 70% can
be taken as the percentage from saturation for air dissolved in the water. That concentration
corresponds to saturation at 45 oC  as can be seen from Fig. 3.

Fig. 2: Scheme of the test section components.

Fig. 3: Air  solubility (mass fraction) as a function of temperature.

The thermal load was obtained using electrical heaters placed on the test surface
back. The maximum power given to the test surface was 600 W. The computed losses did
not exceed the 10 % of a given power and the data presented here is corrected to account
for the losses. The heat losses in the glass gap side were not subtracted from the measured
heat flow and were less than 3% of the measured heat flow.

RESULTS

Temperature Measurements
Fig. 4 shows the liquid (gap) temperature Tg as a function of the total heat load for a

δ=1 mm gap and for three different vertical locations (z=0 is the bottom position of the
gap). For the maximum experimental power (600 W) the outlet temperature (z=295 mm)
was 93°C. The value for z = 15 cm is less than expected. This behaviour can be provoked
by the thermocouple location which in that case was in the external border of the test
section. The roughness is mainly determined by the bubbles.

Fig.4: Liquid gap temperature Tg as a function of power dissipated in the wall .
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Fig. 5shows the heater wall temperature as a function of heat load for three different
vertical locations. The first active nucleation sites were detected at a surface temperature of
95 oC and a gap (average) liquid temperature of 78.4 oC (both at the top of the test section).
At that stage micro-bubbles were perceived. That corresponds to a power of 255 W.  When
the power was approximately 488 W (Ts =122 oC  and Tg =85  oC ) boiling was identified at
the top of the surface. Finally for the maximum power of 600 W big bubbles departing as
slugs and in a explosive way were seen.

Fig. 5: Surface temperature Ts of the wall as a function of  the dissipated power in the wall
.

Still Picture study
The surface presented gas bubbles even when was not heated. The Fig. 6 shows a

photograph of the test surface with no electrical power and a liquid bulk temperature of 45
oC.

Fig. 6: Photograph of the test section without supplied power.

Fig. 7 shows the test surface with a supplied power of 315 W. The mean surface
temperature was 71 oC and the surface temperature at the top was 98oC.

Fig. 7: Photograph of the test section with a supplied power of 315 W.

Fig. 8 shows the test section with a power of 606 W. The mean surface temperature
was 90 oC and the top surface temperature was 134 oC. For this case vapor bubbles are
detaching from the top surface. It can be observed a  stream of bubbles in the central part of
the gap and smaller bubbles at the edges. These small bubbles remained on the heater wall.
This is coincident with the lower temperature measured at the central part of the gap
showed in Fig. 4

Fig. 8: Photograph of the test section with a supplied power of 606 W.

DISCUSSON AND CONCLUTIONS

The fact the we heated one surface at 600 W and not both surfaces at 300 W has no
effect in the mean temperatures in the gap as long as we have the same total power. The
experimental result Tg=93°C for the maximum power does not depend on the power
partition.
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Heating one surface produced surface temperatures that were much higher than heating
only one of them. For the purposes of computing surface temperatures the problem is
identical to a forced convection problem (locally).

The bubbles reduce the effective liquid gap and increase the effective roughness and
scatter less neutrons.
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NOMENCLATURE

Tg Gap temperature in the liquid oC
Ts Surface temperature oC
z Vertical distance form the bottom mm

Greek symbols

δ Gap thickness mm
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Fig. 1: Scheme of the experimental setup showing the arrangement of the components.
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Fig. 2: Scheme of the test section components.
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Fig. 3: Air  solubility (mass fraction) as a function of temperature.
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Fig.4: Liquid gap temperature Tg as a function of power dissipated in the wall .
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Fig. 5: Surface temperature Ts of the wall as a function of  the dissipated power in the wall
.

Fig. 6: Photograph of the test section without supplied power.
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Fig. 7: Photograph of the test section with a supplied power of 315 W.

Fig. 8: Photograph of the test section with a supplied power of 606 W.


